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A Study of Hamlet
Masashi Sugii
The Problem in Hamlet
Shakespeare's Hamlet is not a mere blood-thirst revenge tragedy but has
profound vision. Pyrrhus' speech (ll.ii.453-544) or Hamlet's reflection on the
human destiny at the graveyard (V.i.75-212) would be too long and
unnecessary in the light of a simple revenge tragedy. Shakespeare must have
intended to compose something more than a simple revenge tragedy. Then
what type of play did he intend to compose? The first answer to this Question
was the view of the too sensitive Hamlet held by Romantic critics, such as
Goethe, Coleridge and Bradley, - "a beautiful, pure, noble and most moral
nature, without the strength of nerve which makes the hero, sinks beneath a
burden which it can neither bear nor throw off." 1 They argued that the
element unnecessary to a simple revenge tragedy is related to Hamlet's delay
of revenge. In some scenes, he seems to forget or hope to forget the revenge
and think of other things. Yet the hero is evidently designed to be a youth
brave and worth praising. He always seeks vengeance and scarcely delays it,
and even if he shows delay, it is not caused by a weakness of his character.
Historical critics, such as Stoll, Shuecking and J.D.Wilson,2 contributed
much to revealing these facts. Wilson emphasizes the usurpation theme and
points out that he hesitates to revenge upon Claudius at once not because he is
\
weak but because he can't trust the Ghost. "The spirit that I have seen / May
be a devil" (II .ii.602-03). Romantic critics took too much notice of Hamlet's
character. However, Hamlet does not indulge himself in grief. He is really
disappointed to lose the throne. In the play scene, Hamlet cruelly and tactfully
gets Claudius into the "Mouse-trap." Stoll infers from the conventions of the
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Elizabethan drama that Hamlet's reproaches to his delay - "How stand I then,
/ That have a father killed, a mother stained, / Excitements of my reason and
my blood / And let all sleep?" (IV.iv.56-59) - are not sincere. They are
intended to put spurs to his revenge. Therefore, just after this self-reproach,
he makes new resolutions - "0, from this time forth, / My thoughts be bloody,
or be nothing worth!" (IV.iv.65-66). Stoll infers from the conventions that
Hamlet's reason he doesn't kill Claudius in the prayer scene - "'Ibis physic
but prolongs thy sickly days" (m.iii.96) - is not a pretext.J Thus the hero is
represented as a brave youth. The Hamlets created by Romantic critics are not
the real Hamlets. They ignored the conventions of Elizabethan dramas and
interpreted the tragedy from the viewpoint of modern realism.
We must not interpret Shakespeare's plays from a single point of view. He
provided a play that can be appreciated on several levels in proportion to the
level of the audience's intelligence. The people of the lowest intelligence are
shown a plot including the appearance of the Ghost, Hamlet's madness and the
struggle between Hamlet and Claudius. To the audience of a little higher level,
he exhibits the analysis or development of the character of dramatis personae.
There are, nevertheless, scenes where the viewpoints of these two levels are
useless for interpretation. In these scenes, the characters address the
universe directly and put the fundamental meaning of existence in question.
This metaphysical theme does not vary in each scene but it develops during
the whole play. I would like to name it "moral vision" after Arthur Sewell.4
This level of moral vision is for the most sophisticated audience and
Shakespeare seems to attach considerable importance to it. Though the two
levels, that of story sequence (the lowest level) and that of moral vision, differ
from each other, the story should be appropriate for the ~evelopment of moral
vision. In fact, in most of Shakespeare's plays, these two are inseparably
connected with each other, so that we feel no contradiction between them.
For, if the story is appropriate for moral vision, we can shift our viewpoint
easily from the level of the story to that of metaphysics. Yet the two levels are
not closely knit with each other in Hamlet. The hero's thoughts are
occasionally unsuitable to the rude story of a revenge play. Consequently, our
shift of viewpoint becomes difficult and we can't interpret this play clearly.
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In this thesis, I would like to examine whether the two levels (that of moral
vision and that of temporal element) of this play really contradict each other or
whether we can harmonize them in a certain way. First, I propose to focus on
the progression of action and consider the moral vision of this play.
IT The Moral Vision in Hamlet
''To be, or not to be" soliloquy (ill.i.56-90) suggests the moral vision of this
play. The Second Quarto gives the soliloquy as follows:
To be, or not to be, that is the question,
Whether tis nobler in the minde to suffer
The slings and arrowes of outrageous fortune,
Or to take Armes against a sea of troubles,
And by opposing, end them, to die to sleepe
No more, and by a sleepe, to say we end
That hart-ake, and thousand natural shocks
That flesh is heire to; tis a consummation
Devoutly to be wisht to die to sleepe,
To sleepe, perchance to dreame, I there's the rub,
For in that sleepe of death what dreames may come
When we have shuffled off this mortall coyle
Must give us pause, there's the respect
For who would beare the whips and scomes of time,
Th'oppressors wrong, the proude mans contumely,
The insolence of office, and the spumes
That patient merit of th'unworthy takes
When he himselfe might his quietus make
With a bare bodkin; who would fardels beare,
To grunt and sweat under a wearie life,
But that the dread of something after death,
The undiscover'd country, from whose borne
No traveler retumes, puzzles the will,
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And makes us rather beare those ills we have,
Then £lie to others that we know not of.
Thus conscience dooes make cowards
And thus the native hiew of resolution
Is sicklied ore with the pale cast of thought,
And lose the name of action. Soft you now,
The faire, Ophelia, Nymph in thy orizons
Be all my sinnes remembred.5
The "dread of something after death" indicates the sin of suicide, and it is the
theme of this soliloquy. This soliloquy has another theme. Here, besides the
theme of suicide, it is considered whether he should take revenge or not. "To
be, or not to be" can be interpreted both "to live, or not to live" and "to take
revenge, or not to take revenge." ''Whether tis nobler in the minde to suffer /
The slings and arrowes of outrageous fortune, / And by opposing, end them"
implies the second theme (that of revenge). While the first theme (that of
suicide) is obvious in "When he himselfe might his quietus make / With a bare
bodkin," this speech may also indicate the second theme. For Hamlet must be
ready for death when he seeks revenge. It is apparent that Hamlet considers
suicide in "Nymph in thy orisons / Be all my sinnes remembred." In this
soliloquy, Hamlet fuses both themes in a stream of consciousness. This
soliloquy, however, has one more meaning. "Whether tis nobler in the minde
to suffer / The slings and arrowes of outrageous fortune, / Or to take Armes
against a sea of troubles, / And by opposing, end them" expresses the theme
of the moral vision of this play. In this play, Shakespeare considers whether, in
adversity, a man should resist it passionately or bear it patiently. Such active
resistance and patience are to be seen respectively in Hamlet's passion and
resignation in the plot. The man facing adversity has to overcome it with a
passion at the risk of his life, or else completely trust himself with Providence
till Fortune favors him. This is the theme of the moral vision in the play. I
propose to follow the action of this play from the viewpoint of passion and
resignation.
He is moved to hear the grief of Hecuba in the fall of Troy recited by the
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First Player. For the passion of Hecuba, who sees Py~hus hacking her
husband's limbs with his sword and then bursts into tears, reminds Hamlet
that his father was murdered no less pitilessly than Priam. If it only suggested
the Gonzago play to Hamlet and did not imply the moral vision, the Pyrrhus
speech would be too long.
The playwright's main interest in this play can also be seen in Hamlet's
advice to the First Player,
for in the very torrent, tempest, and as I may say whirlwind of your
passion, you must acquire and beget a temperance that may give it
smoothness. (m.iL5-8)
or in his admiration for Horatio. Though Hamlet had already given up
Ophelia's love and began to seek revenge passionately, it is not an ideal state
for him. As is obvious from his admiration, in his ideal state, he is neither
"passion's slave" (m.ii.70) nor "a pipe for Fortune's finger / To sound what stop
she please" (m.ii.68-69). G.W.Knight calls this state "a profound acceptance." (i
These conversations make it all the more clear how violent his behavior is in
the play scene and the scene following it.
The Gonzago play has a double meaning as Wilson indicates. First, the
nephew kills his uncle and gets the crown in this play. This is the very relation
of Hamlet and Claudius. Hamlet's answer of "chameleon's dish" reminds
Claudius of his usurpation and increases his uneasiness. All the courtiers
there notice it. This play, however, has another function for Hamlet. For the
scene where Lucianus kills Gonzago is described by Hamlet as if it were the
scene where Claudius killed King Hamlet. This fact is known only to Hamlet,
Horatio and Claudius. Hamlet has tactfully driven Claudius into the
"Mouse-trap" and succeeds in it. His passion culminates and now he has to
control it:
now could I drink hot blood,
And do such bitter business as the day
Would quake to look on: soft, now to my mother-
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o heart, lose not thy nature, let not ever
The soul of Nero enter this fIrm bosom,
Let me be cruel not unnatural. (ill.ii.393-98)
On his way to his mother's chamber, Hamlet happens to find Claudius
regretting the murder of his brother and trying to be on his knees. Despite the
most favorable opportunity, Hamlet doesn't kill Claudius:
This physic but prolongs thy sickly days (illJii.96).
He is no less passionate in the subsequent closet scene. He reproaches his
mother for her faithlessness so severely that she entreats his pardon. "0,
Hamlet, speak no more" (1li.iv.88). Polonius, who hides behind the arras, is
mistaken for Claudius and killed by Hamlet. Since the Ghost of his father
appears and tells him to help his wife, Hamlet's excitement subsides for a
while. When he is about to issue from her chamber, however, a passion
returns to him and he makes cutting remarks. Notwithstanding his passion, he
can't do his duty. Yet he unchangeably adheres to it:
Rightly to be great
Is not to stir without great argument,
But greatly to find quarrel in a straw
When honour's at the stake. How stand I then,
That have father killed, a mother stained,
Excitements of my reason and my blood,
And let all sleep? (IV.iv.53-59)
We feel Hamlet's helplessness all the more because he continues to admire
sincerely the passion of Fortinbras and his men. Despite his passion, there
seems to be no hope for him from this time on. In the next chapter, I propose
to examine what the playwright designed about Hamlet's failure in the first half
of the play.
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ill The Poetic Vision in Hamlet
When Hamlet is left alone after the council and begins to talk to himself, its
too much painful note surprises us:
0, that this too too sullied flesh would melt,
Thaw and resolve itself into a dew,
Or that the Everlasting had not fixed
His canon 'gainst self-slaughter. (I.ii.l29-32)
Hamlet's will to live is poisoned by melancholy. His courage, therefore, is
doomed to bring no well-being to Denmark, only to cause more destruction.
The ambience of this play explicitly reveals how Shakespeare considered
Hamlet's melancholy. This atmosphere is produced by the impression created
with words, that is to say, imagery and the references which suggest this
atmosphere (atmospheric suggestions).
The imageries or the atmospheric suggestions in Hamlet are divided into
three groups. First, this play is full of "death" and "disease." Waiting for the
Ghost on the battlements, Hamlet talks about the corruption of human
character, and the Ghost, informing his son of his murder, compares his skin
corrupted by poison to that of the leper. And in the graveyard scene, the main
theme is the mutability of humanity. The metaphors of weed and poison, or
the references to worms and garbage also seem to be included in this group
because of the effect created by them. The second conspicuous imagery is
that of "lie:' "make-up" or "prostitute." The sorrow which Gertrude feels for
the death of her husband is, to Hamlet, "but the trappings and suits of woe"
( I.ii.86).
The third group of imagery is that of "flower" and "music." In Act I, scene iii,
Laertes warns his sister comparing "the chariest maid" to "buttons" of
flower (I.iii.36-40). Also in Act IV, scene v, he cries looking at Ophelia, "0
rose of May" (IV.v.157), and there she distributes flowers, such as "fenne!,"
"columbine:' "rue" and "daisy." Then shortly aftetward, Gertrude informs
Laertes that his sister was drowned, crowned with flowers and chanting an old
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song. G.W.Knight ingeniously apprehends the relation among these groups of
imagery and reconstructs the poetic vision of this play. He gives the following
scheme:
human life
(rose, flower, music)
I ~ love-cynicism/ (lie, harlot, make-up, mutability of love)
the principles of negation
(pessimism) """
""--- death-eonsciousness
(disease, death, weed, carrion, worm)
The atmosphere of this play is the opposition of joy of life to the negation of it,
or rather, an invasion of the latter into former. The death of Ophelia
symbolizes it. Shakespeare attributes her madness or Hamlet's weariness of
life to the contamination of negation, and imageries and atmospheric
suggestions in this play produce the poetic vision where death invades life.
The play's plot confirms the poetic vision maintained by Knight that the
death (the darkness) is swallowing the life (the lightness). And as is obvious
from the black in the gaiety of other courtiers in the Council scene, Hamlet is
the agent of death sent into life and his attack seems to be the expansion of
poison. H.D.F.Kitto's view is more appropriate than Knight's in this respect.
He refers to the Oedipus myth and explains that also in Hamlet, the sin of
Claudius expands, poisoning men one after another, and at last brings out
great destruction.7 Thus Hamlet's melancholy is given a negative value. His
weariness of the world can't be regarded as a simple pessimism but as the
negation of life-force. He has been obsessed by death, become its agent and is
expanding it. His passion, therefore, has become hatred and is of no use for
the well-being of Denmark, and only brings destruction to it. The contrast
between the Hamlet who, quite in hatred of Claudius, has lost the chance in
the Prayer scene and the Hamlet who, apologizing to Laertes, has done his
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duty by chance reveals that the mere hatred is useless. Fortinbras and his
soldiers have the will to live and the affection. Consequently, their passion
brings a hope for future and gives deep impressions to other people. Hamlet
did not understand that it was caused by the courage based on warm human
affection, not mere passion.
Mer he returned from the voyage to England, there is a considerable
change in Hamlet's attitude. There is serenity and relaxation in his talk with
Horatio in Act V, scene ii. In the conversation, he explains his new attitude in
adversity:
and that should learn us
There's divinity that shapes our ends,
Rough-hew them how we will - (V.ii.9-ll)
Why, even in that was heaven ordinant (V.ii.48)
Hamlet comes to think that the way he should take is not the passionate
resistance to "outrageous fortune," but to commit himself with Providence and
to 'suffer the fortune patiently. His endurance, however, is not caused by the
hope of the future. The way which the man deprived of the will to live and
obsessed by death should choose is to resign himself to God. His composure is
born out of this resignation.
He accepts the duel with Laertes without reservation. He retorts to the
objection:
Not a whit, we defy augury. There is special providence in the fall of
sparrow. If it be now, 'tis not to come - if it be not to come, it will be
now - if it be not now, yet it will come - the readiness is all
(V.ii.2l8-20)
Here we see resignation. Before the game, he apologizes to Laertes for his
unwilling offense, and his behavior is gentle to the King and Queen. By
contrast, Claudius and Laertes try to lay a triple plot - an unbated sword, the
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poison anointed to it and that poured into a chalice - against Hamlet. But
owing to the providence of God, Claudius and Laertes go to ruin by the poison
prepared by themselves, and Hamlet has finally attained his aim. In spite of his
success of revenge, Hamlet's resignation - "the readiness is all" - is not
given a positive value. All he can do by the aid of Providence is to prevent the
destruction from expanding and he can't assume charge of the reconstruction
of Denmark.
N Conclusion
The most probable reason why the story of Hamlet seems to us
inappropriate for the development of the moral vision is that the two ideas
dealt with in this play, the ethics of revenge and that of Christianity, contradict
each other. Despite the doubt about the way to kill the King, the hero never
casts doubt on the purpose of killing him. As is obvious from his speech,
"[t]here is special providence in the fall. of a sparrow," his reference is to the
god of Christianity. What does this God order men to do? ''Vengeance is mine,
I will repay." If Hamlet changed his mind and submitted himself to God's will ,
he should cast doubt on the revenge upon Claudius. He has, however, no
doubt about it and at the same time thinks of God. For this reason, we feel that
there is a contradiction between the material and the moral vision of Hamlet.
Since we can't understand how to relate his God with the sin of revenge, or the
meaning of the change of his attitude, we can't comprehend the whole vision.
There is another reason why the metaphysical theme of this play is difficult to
comprehend. The story of the play seems to come to the forefront and often
the moral vision seems to be concealed behind it. For instance, if the
words,''Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer / The slings and arrows of
outrageous fortune, / And by opposing, end them" in the ''To be, or not to be"
soliloquy were not obscured by the suicide theme and were placed in a more
appropriate scene for the moral theme of the play, we could understand the
moral vision intended by Shakespeare more easily. Such a scene is Act II,
scene ii, where Hamlet appears first after he was entrusted with the task of
revenge by the Ghost. Shakespeare must have noticed it. Then why did he
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leave the vision obscure?
As I have stated above, in Shakespeare's Hamlet, the ethics of revenge and
that of Christianity coexist, and the moral vision is not clarified. Then what
effects do these facts produce in the theater? First of all, we are fascinated by
the rapid flow of the happenings, such as the appearance of the Ghost, the
madness of Hamlet, the tactics between Hamlet and Claudius and the violence
of the catastrophe. At the same time, we perceive that the deep sufferings of
Hamlet and the mysterious atmosphere are exposed from the cleft of the
surface level of the story. It is impossible that the audience who has been
utterly fascinated by the story, the painfulness and the mystery should still feel
the disharmony between the ethics of revenge and that of Christianity. These
effects are not a failure but a great success, and Shakespeare must have
designed it. If the moral vision always came to the forefront in the play, the
vision would be obvious, but the interest in the plot would be greatly reduced
and the mysterious atmosphere would be dispelled. Probably Shakespeare
noticed the disharmony. However, he knew as well that such a contradiction
doesn't matter on a stage. We must keep in mind the general purpose of art
and the peculiarity of the means of communication in drama, especially poetic
drama. A playwright intends in it, firstly, to amuse the audience with the plot,
and secondly, to give them a deep impression, not logic. What matters is the
state of the character's pain, not its logical causation, though, of course,
the logic is necessary to a certain degree. In the theater, we don't feel
contradiction even if the hero who commits himself to a God seeks a
vengeance which is forbidden by that God. When we stop critical analysis of the
play and accept it as it is, we can shift the viewpoint between two levels (that of
moral vision and that of revenge plot) and interpret the play with ease. We can
appreciate the excitement of the plot, the depth of Hamlet's sufferings and the
mystery of the atmosphere of the play in a theater. Hamlet is no less an artistic
success than any other play of Shakespeare's.
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*Quotations are from the New Shakespeare edition (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1936) except where the Second Quarto is consulted in
dealing with "To be, or not to be" soliloquy.
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